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Because three is three times as nice 

AC CELE-RATED 

There's little if any visua l quality 
difference, except of course the 
TNT can do higher resolutions 
than a single Voodoo 2. Either 
way, the game is smooth, fast, 
playable, and great looking. What 
more do you want? 

vooooo 2 

: • 
TNT 

I • 
API SUPPORT: Direct3D, Glide 

I!] 
sing a great·looking 
buffed·UP 3D 
engine that cap· 
tures the atmo
sphere of the 

movies perfectly, Fox lnteractive's 
Aliens versus Predator is a hell of 
a game. It's a balls·tO·the·wall 
action alien simulator wrapped 
into a package that will scare the 
crap out of you almost the whole 
way through - not to mention 
frustrate the hell out of gamers 
everywhere to no end. 

Almost three different games in 
one, AvP invites you to slip into 
one of three roles - the oral 
hygienically•challenged 
Xenomorph, the Colonial Marine, 
or the Predator. Remarkably, the 
developer, Rebellion, has been 
able to recreate a vastly different 
feel for all three races in a near 
perfect fashion. The Alien is 
almost surreal to play, with its 
slightly fish·eyed view, breakneck 
speed, and ability to ru n across 
any surface from floor to ceiling, 
while the Predator's toughness 
and power shine through above 
the puny humans, who must re ly 
on faster weapons, armor, and 
decent speed to survive. 

The game offers five Alien
based levels, and six each for the 

Popping alien heads off with wrist blades Is about the most 
entertaining frag there Is. 

Predator and Marine (though the 
last level for both is a Queen Al ien 
match). Five bonus levels for each 
race - basically reworked maps 
from the other campaigns - sup· 
plement the relatively short, but 
well thought·out campaigns. 

The look, feel, sounds, textures, 
weapons - basically everything 
- have been ripped straight from 
the films, and it all works great. 
The Marine levels are pant•spoil· 
ingly intense at times, as you hear 
the Aliens scampering around you, 
falling from air ducts, and screech· 
ing to attack with only the blip of 
the motion sensor for comfort. The 
Predator levels span Alien hives 
and human installations, complete 
with motion-sensing guns, as he 
hunts down the United States' 

from a normal human-like view, 
he has electrical·based vision for 
Alien hunting, thermal for 
humans, and then one for spot• 
ting fellow Predators (and his 
homing disk). He can also turn 
invisible, eating up his power 
source used to supply the electri· 
cal weapons and healing syringe. 

The Alien has three attacks -
tail whip, claw strike, and a 
decapitating head bite that sucks 
health points out of the hapless 
target. It also has two vision 
modes, one for navigation in dark 
areas, the other for hunting, 
where humans appear in shim
mering blue. It's a pure joy to be 
this classic enemy in such a faith· 



source can be destroyed - a use
fu l multi player tact ic when fighting 

marines) and the enemy Al, where 

Aliens attack in packs and squads 

of marines work together. Charac
ter design and an imation is fantas
tic, with intricate body part-sensi
tive hits that are so refined you 
can shoot the fingers off an Alien 

and cut its tail in two. Predators 
can't be dismembered, but 
hu mans certainly can, although 

they die instantly, whereas Aliens 

will t ry to keep on comi ng, spew

ing their acidic blood. 

As a challenge, the game is bit

terly hard, and the re is no opt ion 
to save at all during a mission , 
which is insane. While a standard 
quick-save would have diced the 

atmosphere, waypoint saves in 
some of the bigger levels (espe

cially the Alien levels) would have 

in order to proceed to the next. 
Mult i player is incred ibly fun with 

several different race and team
based games. Mult iple Marines 

against one Predator is a great 
challenge, and with its generally 

com mendable Internet perfor
mance, reason enough to buy this 
great ga me. 

Had the main campaigns been 
longer with more reasonable save 
opt ions, this would have been a 

near perfect game. It does every
th ing else right - the graphics 

and pulsating sound are top 

notch, the atmosphere is thick 

enough to cut, the game play is 

exceptional, and the action and 
feel fo r each character is dead-on 

to the movies. 
Unfortunately, while there's a 

sense of accomplishment when 
completing the missions, that feel

ing can be subdued by the frustra -

This is what we refer to as an idiot optimist. However, some of us 
refer to all optimists as idiots. 

is highly recommended, and offers 

some of the most intense, distinc
tive, and downright frightening 

action ever on a PC. > 

- JASON D'APRILE is a magnet 
for attracting Alien Queen Bitches. 
Odd, since he's a very nice guy 

GRAPHICS 
Detailed, exceptionally animated 
characters, great lighting effects, and 
really nice looking levels, thanks to 
an engine that's somewhere 
between Quake II and Unreal, in 
terms of visual flare and goodies. 

• • 
Spooky, atmospheric, and ripped right 
from the movies, although only EAX 30 
sound is currently supported. 

I 

The three characters are vastly differ
ent, with very unusual levels and tac
tics. Also, the multiplayer variety is 
quite impressive. 

I 

Solid level design with incredible 
atmosphere and suspense, but the 
levels are often rather linear, and 
hellishly hard at times. 
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